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Planning Your Estate
Where there’s a WILL, there’s a PLAN

Raymond Choo, B.Sc., CFP®, FMA, FCSI

It is important to note that everyone needs an estate plan! If you own
investments, a car or real estate; you need an estate plan to be able to
decide how you’re going to pass them on to your loved ones, with
minimal worries. If an individual’s wealth is more than $500,000,
he/she might benefit from more sophisticated techniques such as trusts,
estate freezes, life insurance and charitable donations. There are special
situations such as assets outside of Canada, cottage property, family
business, disabled child or sibling, or a dependent parent where special
planning is required.
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What does a Properly Crafted Estate Plan Consist
of?
A properly crafted estate plan, you can:

•

Choose your beneficiaries

•

Leave assets to minors the “most efficient manner”

•

Save on administration expenses

•

Avoid litigation

Opening Words

•

Avoid being audited by the Government

Welcome to the very First Edition of
Choo’s Financial Insights. Over the
years I have been making changes to
improve my practice to provide and
enhance the services to all. This
newsletter is one of many changes for
2014. I hope you will find the content
valuable and interesting. Please feel
free to forward this to other family or
friends whom you think would find
this content beneficial.

•

Choose the appropriate person to look after your estate

•

Set your own rules for managing your estate

•

Minimize income taxes and probate fees

•

Protect beneficiaries under Family Law Act

•

Choose the guardians of your minor children

•

Make your funeral arrangements and more

In today’s fast moving and ever evolving society, most commonly
forgotten assets in an estate plan are digital assets, loyalty cards, RESP
provisions, family pets and for some, biological assets.
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What Happens if I Die without a Will?
Frequently I am asked, “What happens if I die without a valid will?”
Well, here are some heartbreaking consequences for your beneficiaries.
•

There may be unnecessary taxes.

• Estate may be tied up in court for extended period of time, leaving very little
for your beneficiaries when it is all said and done.
•

The law will select your administrator.

•

Cost to administer your estate will likely be higher.

• Succession Law Reform Act will decide the distribution of your estate,
regardless of your intentions or beneficiaries’ needs.
• Under such law, your surviving spouse’s share of your estate may be smaller
than you intended it to be.
• Common law spouses are NOT mentioned in the Succession Law Reform
Act. Hence, your common law spouse may have to spend a considerable amount
of money on lawyers’ fees to go after your estate.
“A common mistake
that most people make
is appointing their kids
as joint owners…”

• All beneficiaries will get paid out as soon as they turn 18 years of age,
whether you want that to happen or not.
• Minor children’s inheritances will be administered by a government
appointee.
•

Damaged family relationships.

•

Lawsuits and possible government audits.
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There are Different Techniques used in Estate Planning
Shown below are just some examples.
•

Wills

• Multiple wills (ideal for shares in a private corporation or assets in different
jurisdictions)
•

Joint ownerships

•

Named beneficiary

•

Gifting

•

Life insurance

•

Charitable donations

•

Spousal Transfer

•

Estate freeze

•

Maximizing capital gains exemption

One of the most common estate planning technique is joint ownership of
property. There are many potential pitfalls associated with joint ownership, it’s
essential to consider all the legal and tax implications, and the relative
advantages and disadvantages of a proposed transfer of assets to joint ownership,
to determine where this strategy is advisable or not.
A common mistake that most people make is appointing their kids as joint
owners of banks accounts, investment accounts and real estate. Here are just
some of the pitfalls of implementing this strategy.
•

Immediate tax consequences on transfer into joint ownership

•

Exposure to creditor and matrimonial claims

•

Loss of control and co-owner disputes

•

Joint owner not only intended owner on death of original owner

•

Lack of ability to engage in complex tax and succession planning

•

Not generally suitable for US properties

•

Decisions cannot be made for an incapable joint owner

Estate Planning can
also include Digital
Assets, loyalty cards,
RESP provisions, family
pets, biological assets
and much more.
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Here’s an Example1 of Implementing Joint Ownership Strategy
the Wrong Way:
Mr. and Mrs. Depedrina lived on a two-hectare property in Langley, B.C. Five
years before Mr. Depredina died, he and his wife transferred ownership of the
property to their children, thinking that would take care of their inheritance. The
couple retained a life interest in the property which meant they could live there
until both died. Mr. Depredina died in 1983 and his wife in 1997.
The kids sold the property the following year for $1.85 million, but ended up
paying more than $700,000 in tax. Had the title remained in their parents’ name,
no tax would have been payable, since it was their principal residence.

PCPA & CPAP
“The kids sold the
property the following
year for $1.85 million,
but ended up paying
more than $700,000 in
tax.”

The family went to court arguing that this result was not fair and not what their
parents intended. In a case heard in a B.C. court in 2005, the judge was
sympathetic, but could not change the outcome because everything had been
done according to the parents’ legal wishes.
I would be remiss not to mention the importance of having BOTH Powers of
Attorney for Personal Care (PCPA) and Continuing Power of Attorney for
Property (CPAP).
PCPA allows you to appoint another person to make decisions about your
personal care when a loss of mental capacity prevents you from doing so.
Personal care includes your safety, hygiene, health care, nutrition, shelter and
clothing. It covers all that you would deal with, were you able to do so.
CPAP allows you to appoint another person to make decisions about your
financial matters when a loss of mental capacity prevents you from doing so.

Source: 1. Tim Cestnick, “Think Twice
Before Giving A Child the Title to
your Home”. Retrieved from http://
www.dynamic.ca/eng/learning/PersonalFinances/Home-Think-Twice-Before-GivingA-Child-The-Title-To-YourHome.advisor.advisor.html

Do note that if you DO NOT have both PCPA and CPAP, and you become
mentally incapacitated, here’s what may happen. Depending on circumstances, a
government official known as the Public Guardian and Trustee (PGT) may
administer your property and personal care OR until a family member applies to
the court to become YOUR PCAP & CPAP. There is a substantial expense
involved in completing this process. Never mind the time and stress!
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***IMPORTANT NOTICE***
For those of you who are over the age of 55 OR have parents over the age of 60,
I highly recommend “enhanced” estate planning whereby a family meeting is
held to discuss sensitive estate issues.
According to the report, What are you leaving behind: Family conflict or a
memorable legacy? more than half (54%) of Canadians believe the potential for
conflict among family members after the death of a loved one represents the
most serious drawback of not having early and ongoing estate planning
conversations.
“Telling a child that a will and power of attorney have been prepared, and maybe
even letting them know some of the plans for managing and distributing assets, is
a good start; but it’s not a detailed discussion,” says Chris Buttigieg, senior
manager, Wealth Planning Strategy, BMO Financial Group.
It’s important for clients to “have comprehensive estate planning conversations
prior to going to lawyers and accountants to gain an understanding of what’s
important to [their] heirs. Though they may not necessarily agree on everything,
the conversations will provide information to build a more robust estate plan
with fewer potential surprises. This, in turn, will help to create a legacy that
loved ones will remember fondly,” he adds.

No conflict now doesn’t mean a legal battle
won’t arise in the future
I cannot stress the importance of having an estate plan to avoid legal battles and/
or breaking up the family.
Give me a call now and let’s get together to design an estate plan that will leave a
memorable legacy for you!

“What are you leaving
behind: Family conflict
or a memorable
legacy?”
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Establish Your Legacy Now!
As your personal and business assets grow, so does the
importance of preserving and protecting them.
Having a comprehensive Estate Plan in place is one of the
most important thing you can do for your family members and
for those whom you want to benefit from your estate. Not
only are you taking care of any ambiguity in your wishes but
you can help prevent a Family Dispute from occurring once
you are gone. A clearly crafted Estate Plan can help preserve
your wealth, minimize taxes, give your beneficiaries the
greatest benefits, and ensure that your wishes are carried out
as intended.

Procrastination is not an excuse. Don’t neglect
preparing some of the most important documents of
your life.

Contact us to “Pressure Test” your Estate
Plan or to see if there are any leaks!
• 91% of Canadians 65+ years and older
have a will, but only 53% of all Canadians have a will

Did you know?

• 54% of Canadians recognize that the
most serious drawback for families of
not having estate planning conversations is the potential for conflict between surviving family members after
the death of the loved one.
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